Exercise: Informality

Replace the informal term/s or construction/s below with a formal equivalent.

1. With Hadrian’s accession to the throne you can see the best of the Roman Emperors.

Use the right (or down) arrow key to see the answer/s

With Hadrian’s accession to the throne one sees (or there came to power) the best of the Roman Emperors.
Exercise: Informality

Replace the informal term/s or construction/s below with a formal equivalent.

2. Augustus lost 3 legions and over twenty-five thousand troops in Germany in the year 9 CE.

Use the right (or down) arrow key to see the answer/s

Augustus lost three legions and over 25,000 troops in Germany in the year 9 CE.
Exercise: Informality

Replace the informal term/s or construction/s below with a formal equivalent.

3. **Lots of times** Assyrian art is **just gross and putrid**.

Use the right (or down) arrow key to see the answer/s

In **many instances** Assyrian art is **full of violent and disturbing images**.
Exercise: Informality

Replace the informal term/s or construction/s below with a formal equivalent.

4. The Romans gave us lots of cool things like architecture, government, literature, etc.

Use the right (or down) arrow key to see the answer/s

The Romans gave the modern world many things of significance such as architecture, government, and literature.
Exercise: Informality

Replace the informal term/s or construction/s below with a formal equivalent.

5. The Greeks that colonized the Mediterranean world didn’t exactly leave any civilization who was near them unaffected by their culture.

Use the right (or down) arrow key to see the answer/s

The Greeks who colonized the Mediterranean world left no civilization which was near them unaffected by their culture.